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1. Tell us about yourself (background) and why are you wanting to invest in 
property? 

My name is Christie. I used to work at a high tech company for 20 years.  I chose 
property investment as my second career because properties can give me 2 
things: 1. cash flow monthly and 2. appreciate over time.  The cherry on top is 
that I can get a bank loan as well.  I can’t really think of any other investment 
vehicle that has similar returns and potential. 

2. How did you come into contact with Sourcing Investments? 

Before investing professionally I Invested in the US and Singapore.  But I picked 
to focus in the UK because of supply shortages and its legal and tax policy similar 
to Singapore where I live.  Living overseas meant I needed a one stop shop 
solution for my investing needs.  Sourcing Investments is an ideal platform with 
relevant and updated information at 1 place.  I found my first deal, FX and finance 
in the portal. 

3. Tell us about the deal (the high-level details - strategy, how you bought it, what 
is your intention with the property) 

For my first property, I wanted an end to end experience yet on the lighter side.  So 
I bought an HMO in a box, with some minor cosmetic updates so I can experience 
the refurb process.  It was fully tenanted, so I was able to attain financing. 

4. Tell us about your Sourcing Investments experience, with timelines, and 
how would you describe the process? 

Over the last few months I noticed the Sourcing Investments portal has got better 
and better each month. 
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The process has been simplified to improve my due diligence process.  The power 
team members (finance, legal etc) from the portal gets back to me more promptly 
than other referral contacts I’ve ever had. The quality and variety of deals have 
gotten better as well.  More sourcing agents were added recently. 

5. Any positives about your experience that you would want to share with other 
investors (e.g. SI power teams)? 

The SI power teams are truly powerful and knowledgeable in their respective fields. 

6. What would you say to other Investors about the system and Sourcing 
Investments? 

If you haven’t used SI portal or been back recently, take an hour to look around 
on the site. You may be surprised what you can find on that site and how useful 
it is. 

7. What are your investment plans for the future? 

My investment plan is how exponentially in 2018 to build a £2 to 5 million portfolio 
by tapping into bigger projects including conversion from commercial into 
Residential.  Have a mix of letting, serviced accommodation and developments. 

8. Any final thoughts/advice to other Investors? 

Investment is a big decision. So get clear on your criteria, and then just do it! 

 


